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Why should trustees be concerned about 
oversight of their fiduciary manager? 
The Pensions Regulator makes very clear that trustees are 
ultimately accountable for all decisions made in relation to the 
management of their Pension Scheme.  In the case of fiduciary 
management, this includes the appointment and monitoring of the 
Scheme’s fiduciary manager. It emphasises the need to have 
processes in place to monitor the actions of these advisers 
including a process to ‘regularly evaluate their performance and 
service’.  

Trustees should also ensure that all their advisers and providers 
have adequate arrangements in place for disclosing and managing 
conflicts of interest. 

What are trustees really accountable for in a 
fiduciary management relationship?
The Pensions Act 2004 states that trustees are accountable for all 
aspects of the Scheme including investment of the assets and 
maintenance of the funding ratio as agreed with a Scheme’s 
sponsor. It is essential that, prior to and once implemented, all 
roles adopted by the trustees, fiduciary manager, custodian and 
other advisers are clear.  

The tables overleaf illustrate:  

1. The key elements of the fiduciary management service provision 
and who is responsible for what  

2.  How this compares with a legacy advisory relationship.  
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Peter Dorward, 
Managing Director, 
says.... 

“Oversight of a Scheme’s 
fiduciary manager, 
delivered effectively, will  
impact positively on the 
long term performance of a 
Scheme’s assets. This will 
ensure trustees deliver on 
their obligations to their 
Scheme members. 

IC Select can complement the existing 
knowledge of board members and 
pension fund officers, supplement their 
resource and enhance a Scheme’s 
governance by providing access to our 
Fiduciary Management Stewardship 
Service.  

This provides a framework to deliver a 
robust oversight structure which allows 
trustees to benefit from IC Select’s wider 
resource and practitioner experience and 
its due diligence of the major fiduciary 
managers.  

The Service provides trustees with 
comprehensive and cost effective 
oversight.”
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This emphasises the differences between the two models and highlights the importance of robust oversight 
of the fiduciary manager given the breadth of discretion the manager is likely to have. 

Fiduciary management involves significant delegation of authority to the fiduciary management provider.  It 
is essential that trustees implement a governance oversight structure at the outset of the relationship which 
must allow appropriate visibility of: 

✦ the resources of the fiduciary manager - investment management, operational and governance 

✦ the key risks - operational and investment  

✦ the performance of the Scheme assets - against appropriate funding and other objectives. 

What about the extra costs of oversight? 
IC Select believe that, as long as appropriate reporting requirements for the fiduciary manager are 
established as early in the set up of the arrangement as possible, much of the cost can be absorbed by the 
fiduciary manager within their agreed fiduciary management fees. 

If the structure and approach is not addressed promptly, then governance oversight can add significant 
additional cost to a fiduciary management arrangement. 

IC Select’s Stewardship Service 
IC Select’s Standard Stewardship Service provides a 
framework of oversight which: 

✦ complements and enhances existing oversight 

✦ ensures that the Scheme’s resources are applied where 
most cost effective 

✦ consolidates all information into a single oversight 
report.   

The framework also leverages the extensive due diligence carried out by IC Select on fiduciary managers.  
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Process Trustees Fiduciary/
Manager

Custodian///
Trustee/Account Process Trustees Investment/

Consultant/

Strategic)Objectives Decide Advise Strategic)Objectives Decide Advise
Risk)Budget Decide Advise Risk)Budget Decide Advise
Constraints Decide Advise Constraints Decide Advise
Strategic)Asset)Allocation Oversee Decide Strategic)Asset)Allocation Decide Advise

Tactical)Asset)Allocation Oversee Decide Tactical)Asset)Allocation Decide Advise

Hedging)Strategy Oversee Decide Hedging)Strategy Decide Advise

Manager)selection Oversee Decide Manager)selection Decide Advise

Asset)class)selection Oversee Decide Asset)class)selection Decide Advise

Portfolio)Construction Oversee Decide Portfolio)Construction Decide Advise

Portfolio)Implementation Oversee Execute Execute Portfolio)Implementation Execute Advise

Custody)of)assets Oversee Oversee Execute Custody)of)assets* Decide

Managing)scheme)liquidity Oversee Execute Managing)scheme)liquidity Execute

Fund)reporting Oversee Execute Fund)reporting Oversee Oversee

Operational)Platform Oversee Execute Trustee)Education Decide
Trustee)Education Decide Execute Monitoring)of)the)service)provider Execute

Monitoring)of)the)service)provider Execute *)Passive)custody)as)part)of)pooled)fund)investments

Fiduciary/Management Advisory

Fiduciary 
Manager 
Reporting 

 

IC Select 
 
 
 
 
 

Scheme In-house team 
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The resulting robust oversight structure incorporates the following key elements: 

• Ongoing due diligence of the fiduciary 
manager’s investment decision making capability 

• On-going due diligence of the fiduciary 
managers operational quality, effectiveness and 
governance  

• Oversight of the performance report 

• Oversight of the operational risk management 
and breach reporting framework 

• Quarterly reporting - qualitative assessment with 
best practice. 

What is IC Select’s process of due diligence on fiduciary managers? 
IC Select’s due diligence process is based on a thorough understanding of two fundamental aspects:  

1.  The investment philosophy and process of the firm 

2.  The operational and governance capabilities of the business.  

The first step in the process allows gathering of information by the completion of due diligence 
questionnaires which focus on: 

✦ corporate aspects of the firm 

✦ investment philosophy and process 

✦ operational aspects and governance. 

The second step is regular due diligence meetings with the managers. These meetings allow IC Select to 
evidence that all aspects of the areas covered in the due diligence questionnaires are being implemented 
consistently as indicated. 

IC Select’s approach is research led meaning that 
the firm updates its due diligence on the nine 
largest fiduciary managers every six months.  

The firm’s assessment of fiduciary managers is 
conducted by experienced practitioners in both 
investment and operations, from an investor’s as 
well as investment perspective. 
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Manager 

due 
diligence 

!  Investment Approach 
–  Strategic advice (inc. risk modelling) 
–  Asset valuation 
–  Portfolio construction 
–  Manager Selection 
–  Environmental Social Governance 

!  Operational quality and effectiveness 
–  Execution effectiveness 
–  Safeguarding of assets 
–  Governance structure 

!  Firm Profile 
–  Financial strength 
–  Key Personnel 
–  Personnel stability 
–  Client stability 
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What does this mean for trustees? 
IC Select’s Stewardship Service provides many advantages for pension fund trustees: 

✦ supports accountability of trustees and ensures total oversight of all potential issues 

✦ provides a more time and cost efficient oversight and/or review process 

✦ allows access to IC Select’s full due diligence research of the major fiduciary managers 

✦ complements and enhances any pre-existing oversight and governance 

✦ allows the trustees and pension officers for the scheme to apply resources where they are most cost and 
time effectively applied. 

About IC Select 
IC Select specialises in helping pension funds select, monitor and review fiduciary managers and investment 
consultants.   

IC Select’s assessment capabilities leverage on its 
unique positioning: 

✦ wholly independent 

✦ free of conflicts 

✦ research led 

✦ focused on assessment from an investors' and 
investment perspective. 

IC Select Stewardship Service offers a: 

✦ low cost, high value proposition 

✦ access to an efficient and effective process of 
selection and oversight of fiduciary managers for 
pension funds 

✦ under-pinned by the highest governance 
standards. 

As a result, trustees can be more confident in the quality of their investment decisions and enjoy peace of 
mind with enhanced scheme governance.
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For more information please contact: 
Peter Dorward, Managing Director, IC Select  

Email: peter@ic-select.co.uk 

Telephone: 0131 221 6505 

Website: www.ic-select.co.uk 
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